Welcome to the first newsletter of AANLCP!

We believe in transparency, growth, communication, and the power of a professional community!

Strategic Planning Meeting

Every year, the executive board members get together for the strategic planning meeting. 2021 was no different and everyone showed up with their ideas, goals, and excitement for three days of collaborating in November!

The time is spent to envision the future of the Association and then translate that vision into measurable and achievable goals. A plan to implement the goals is developed and serves as a guideline throughout the year. Mission and purpose of the organization are reviewed and discussed while keeping the members at the forefront.
What is happening with AANLCP’s Journal?

We are excited to introduce our new Editor!

Stephen Axtell is a professional developer of both writing and education and has spent nearly a decade honing his talents as a leader and rhetorical strategist. His focus has long been on the development of clear and understandable presentations of complex topics from world-building to intricate analysis and scientific presentations for audiences of all ages and acuities.

The first journal committee meeting will be held Wednesday, February 2nd, 2022, at 2pm EST via Zoom. If you would like to get involved as an author or contributor for the journal, please email Stephen directly at journaleditor@aanlcp.org. Due to the leadership change, the scheduled publication dates for the upcoming issues are delayed.

AANLCP MEMBER LISTSERV

The listserv is a platform for members to connect and communicate. To find the group, go to groups.google.com and look for “my group”.

The group is listed as AANLCP Member Listserv. The Listserv is not moderated, but the rules of etiquette and guidelines are outlined once you access it.
-ticket sale

Check out the agenda and purchase your tickets for AANLCP’s Annual Conference, held virtually

March 10-12, 2022

Please visit https://aanlcpenference.com/ for tickets and agenda.

The conference committee, with the assistance of NGAGE Management, have put together another exciting event, filled with great speakers and content.

We look forward to seeing everyone there!

member resources

PMIC will release Medical Fees 2022
February 1, 2022

Once AANLCP receives it, Medical Fees 2022 will be uploaded to our website.

You'll find it in the members area
https://member.aanlcp.org/medical-fee-resources/
AANLC’s Crash Cart

If you have resources that you would like to share with your colleagues, please email them to kim@fgeducation.com. These resources can be in PDF, website, or video.

We will upload them to the Crash Cart. FIG is a proud sponsor of AANLCP Crash Cart. FIG offers classes, certification, coaching, and continuing education in the medical damages field.

Visit https://www.fgeducation.com/ for more information.

Thank you for reading AANLPC’s Newsletter!
We are excited to share information, give you updates pertaining the Association, and staying connected.

Please look out for a member survey, so we can understand what is important to you.
As volunteers, we want the time we spend put towards serving our members!

Thank you for your continued support!

Please reach out with feedback, ideas, and comments at info@aanlcp.org.

Best wishes,

Your Executive Board